Dear friends, a great transition to a new time is taking place. On the 22th of December humanity will celebrate a Birthday of a New Earth. What kind of a birthday will it be? Will it be a harmonious transition into a new future of the Earth and the human family, reunited with God and nature? To synchronize new streams of energy created in different parts of the planet we ask you to create synchronized events in the sacred parts all over the planet at 12.00 on the 25th of July 2012, the Day Out of Time. These live events in unity with each other, the nature and the Highest will be focused on creating spiritual unity of all people of the Earth and the entire space of our Mother Earth.

**What are the Heaven and Earth celebrations?** All kinds of manifestation are welcome – unity circles, meetings, family camps, human awakening master classes, project creating seminars, live festivals of arts, expeditions, nomadic schools of creativity, spontaneous celebrations and performances. What unites them all is their common essence: to become aware of who we really are – timeless, eternal beings, sources of love, citizens of the world and the Universe. The events should serve awakening the common life purpose – to become creators, “in the image of God”. By tuning our hearts we will create a living fabric of a new future, allowing people to feel each other and the world and to communicate telepathically in one united field of love and co-creation. To create coordinated programs of joint actions for a smooth transition would be fine.

**What will be the result?** It is creating a planetary resonance of love and an interrelated network of self sufficient communities of the future as telepathically and practically connected with each other’s hearths of new life – to make the transition as smooth as possible.

You are welcome to take part in all ways that your heart will tell you. We ask you to let us know about your event in your country and send us contacts of coordinators to stay in contact. In addition, please send us a short video and photos to make a joint creative film to be shown world-wide.

Nina Goncharova, president of the Siberian center for Eurasian projects, Siberia/Russia
**gong3000@ings.ru**  [www.gong3000.org](http://www.gong3000.org)  [http://planet3000.voila.net](http://planet3000.voila.net)
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